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S1. Molecular dynamics simulation parameters 

a) Steepest descent algorithm (energy minimization) 

integrator = steep   ; Algorithm 

emtol  = 1000.0    ; Stop minimization when the maximum force < 1000 kJ/mol/nm 

Emstep  = 0.01         ; Energy step size 
nsteps  = 50000  ; Maximum number of (minimization) steps to perform 

nstlist  = 1  ; Frequency to update neighbor list and long range forces 

ns_type  = grid  ; Method to determine neighbor list 
rlist  = 1.0  ; Cut-off for making neighbor list (short range forces) 

coulombtype = PME  ; Treatment of long range electrostatic interactions 

rcoulomb  = 1.0  ; Short-range electrostatic cut-off 
rvdw  = 1.0  ; Short-range Van der Waals cut-off 

pbc  = xyz   ; Periodic Boundary Conditions (yes/no) 

b) Temperature equilibration (NVT ensemble) 

define  = -DPOSRES ; position restrain the protein’s heavy atoms 

integrator  = md  ; leap-frog integrator 

nsteps  = 50000  ; 2 * 50000 = 100 ps 
dt  = 0.002  ; 2 fs 

nstxout  = 100  ; save coordinates every 0.2 ps 

nstvout  = 100  ; save velocities every 0.2 ps 
nstenergy  = 100  ; save energies every 0.2 ps 

nstlog  = 100  ; update log file every 0.2 ps 

continuation = no  ; first dynamics run 
constraint_algorithm  = lincs  ; holonomic constraints  

constraints  = all-bonds ; all bonds (even heavy atom-H bonds) constrained 
lincs_iter  = 1  ; accuracy of LINCS 

lincs_order = 4  ; also related to accuracy 

ns_type  = grid  ; search neighboring grid cells 

nstlist  = 5  ; 10 fs 

rlist  = 1.0  ; short-range neighborlist cutoff (in nm) 

rcoulomb  = 1.0  ; short-range electrostatic cutoff (in nm) 
rvdw  = 1.0  ; short-range van der Waals cutoff (in nm) 

coulombtype = PME  ; Particle Mesh Ewald for long-range electrostatics 

pme_order  = 4  ; cubic interpolation 
fourierspacing = 0.16  ; grid spacing for FFT 

tcoupl  = V-rescale ; modified Berendsen thermostat (weak coupling) 

tc-grps  = Protein Non-Protein ; two coupling groups (more accurate) 
tau_t  = 0.1 0.1 ; time constant, in ps 

ref_t  = 310  310 ; reference temperature, one for each group, in K 

pcoupl  = no   ; no pressure coupling in NVT 
pbc  = xyz  ; 3-D PBC 

DispCorr  = EnerPres ; account for cut-off vdW scheme 

gen_vel  = yes  ; assign velocities from Maxwell distribution 
gen_temp  = 310  ; temperature for Maxwell distribution 

gen_seed  = -1  ; generate a random seed 

c) Pressure equilibration (NpT ensemble) 

define  = -DPOSRES ; position restrain the protein’s heavy atoms 

integrator  = md  ; leap-frog integrator 

nsteps  = 50000  ; 2 * 50000 = 100 ps 
dt  = 0.002  ; 2 fs 

nstxout  = 5000  ; save coordinates every 10 ps 
nstvout  = 50000  ; save velocities every 100 ps 

nstenergy  = 5000  ; save energies every 10 ps 

nstlog  = 50000  ; update log file every 100 ps 
nstxtcout      = 5000  ; save compressed velocities every 10 ps 

continuation = no  ; first dynamics run 

constraint_algorithm = lincs  ; holonomic constraints  
constraints  = all-bonds ; all bonds (even heavy atom-H bonds) constrained 

lincs_iter  = 1  ; accuracy of LINCS 

lincs_order = 4  ; also related to accuracy 

ns_type  = grid  ; search neighboring grid cells 

nstlist  = 5  ; 10 fs 

rlist  = 1.0  ; short-range neighborlist cutoff (in nm) 
rcoulomb  = 1.0  ; short-range electrostatic cutoff (in nm) 

rvdw  = 1.0  ; short-range van der Waals cutoff (in nm) 
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coulombtype = PME  ; Particle Mesh Ewald for long-range electrostatics 

pme_order  = 4  ; cubic interpolation 

fourierspacing = 0.16  ; grid spacing for FFT 
tcoupl  = Nose-Hoover  ; a more accurate thermostat (strong coupling) 

tc-grps  = Protein Water_and_ions  ; two or three coupling groups (more accurate) 

tau_t  = 0.2 0.2 ; time constant, in ps 
ref_t  = 310  310 ; reference temperature, one for each group, in K 

pcoupl  = Parrinello-Rahman ; Pressure coupling on in NPT 

pcoupltype = isotropic  ; uniform scaling of box vectors 
tau_p  = 2.0  ; time constant, in ps 

ref_p  = 1.0  ; reference pressure, in bar 

compressibility  = 4.5e-5  ; isothermal compressibility of water, bar^-1 
refcoord_scaling  = com  ; needed in NPT ensemble with position restraints 

pbc  = xyz  ; 3-D PBC 

DispCorr  = EnerPres ; account for cut-off vdW scheme 
gen_vel  = no  ; Velocity generation is off 

d) Production run (NpT ensemble) 

define  = -DPOSRES ; position restrain the protein’s heavy atoms 

integrator  = md  ; leap-frog integrator 

nsteps  = 50000000 ; 2 * 50000 = 100 ps 
dt  = 0.002  ; 2 fs 

nstxout  = 5000  ; save coordinates every 10 ps 

nstvout  = 50000  ; save velocities every 100 ps 
nstenergy  = 5000  ; save energies every 10 ps 

nstlog  = 50000  ; update log file every 100 ps 

nstxtcout      = 5000  ; save compressed velocities every 10 ps 
continuation = no  ; first dynamics run 

constraint_algorithm = lincs  ; holonomic constraints  

constraints  = all-bonds ; all bonds (even heavy atom-H bonds) constrained 
lincs_iter  = 1  ; accuracy of LINCS 

lincs_order = 4  ; also related to accuracy 

ns_type  = grid  ; search neighboring grid cells 

nstlist  = 5  ; 10 fs 

rlist  = 1.0  ; short-range neighborlist cutoff (in nm) 

rcoulomb  = 1.0  ; short-range electrostatic cutoff (in nm) 
rvdw  = 1.0  ; short-range van der Waals cutoff (in nm) 

coulombtype = PME  ; Particle Mesh Ewald for long-range electrostatics 

pme_order  = 4  ; cubic interpolation 
fourierspacing = 0.16  ; grid spacing for FFT 

tcoupl  = Nose-Hoover  ; a more accurate thermostat (strong coupling) 

tc-grps  = Protein Water_and_ions  ; two or three coupling groups (more accurate) 
tau_t  = 0.2 0.2 ; time constant, in ps 

ref_t  = 310  310 ; reference temperature, one for each group, in K 

pcoupl  = Parrinello-Rahman ; Pressure coupling on in NPT 
pcoupltype = isotropic  ; uniform scaling of box vectors 

tau_p  = 2.0  ; time constant, in ps 

ref_p  = 1.0  ; reference pressure, in bar 
compressibility  = 4.5e-5  ; isothermal compressibility of water, bar^-1 

refcoord_scaling  = com  ; needed in NPT ensemble with position restraints 

pbc  = xyz  ; 3-D PBC 

DispCorr  = EnerPres ; account for cut-off vdW scheme 

gen_vel  = no  ; Velocity generation is off 

nstcomm        = 1  ; frequency for center of mass motion removal 
nstcalcenergy = 1  ; number of steps elapsed when calculating energies 

comm-mode      = Linear  ; remove center of mass translation 

comm-grps      = Protein Water_and_ions ; groups for CoM motion removal 

 

e) Specific parameters when considering the FAD cofactor and the substrate 

Similar to the previous described protocol, with the following changes: 

define  = -DPOSRES  ; position restrain the protein’s heavy atoms 

= -DPOSRES_FAD  ; position restrain the cofactor’s heavy atoms 

= -DPOSRES_LIPID ; position restrain the substrate’s heavy atoms 

 

nsteps   = 500000  ; 1000 ps (when considering equilibration runs) 
tc-grps  = Protein FAD LIPID Water_and_ions  ; four coupling groups (if needed) 
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S2. Characterization of the Sus scrofa (pig) MCAD wild-type enzyme (pMCADwt)  

 

Figure S1: Root mean square deviations (RMSD) and radius of gyration (Rg) of the pMCADwt monomers in the APO 
system, against the crystallographic structure (PDB: 1UDY): Monomer A (black), Monomer B (red), Monomer C 
(green), Monomer D (blue). 
 

 

Figure S2: Root mean square deviations (RMSD) and radius of gyration (Rg) of the pMCADwt monomers in the FAD 
system, against the crystallographic structure (PDB: 1UDY): Monomer A (black), Monomer B (red), Monomer C 
(green), Monomer D (blue). 
 

 

Figure S3: Root mean square deviations (RMSD) and radius of gyration (Rg) of the pMCADwt monomers in the LIPID 
system, against the crystallographic structure (PDB: 1UDY): Monomer A (black), Monomer B (red), Monomer C 
(green), Monomer D (blue). 
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Table S1: Contacts between the FAD cofactor and the protein residues in the pMCADwt - FAD system. The residues 
with contacts common to all monomers are highlighted in yellow. 

 
 
Table S2: Hydrogen bonds between the FAD and the protein residues lining the catalytic pocket in the pMCADwt - 
FAD system.  

FAD 
system 

Monomer A Monomer B Monomer C Monomer D 

Hbond τ ΔGHB <NHB> τ ΔGHB <NHB> τ ΔGHB <NHB> τ ΔGHB <NHB> 

FAD:T136 5687 -27,1 0,61 1399 -23,5 0,16 2684 -25,2 1,41 10995 -28,8 0,86 

FAD:G139 10045 -27.4 0.78 7717 -26.8 0.87 7264 -26.6 0.18 4674 -25.5 0.29 

FAD:G141 3617 -25,9 0,54 867 -22,3 0,17 3957 -26,2 0,71 7107 -27,7 0,76 

FAD:S142 3397 -25,8 0,75 9665 -28,5 1,83 2794 -25,3 1,62 5544 -27,0 1,92 

FAD:T168 12553 -29,1 0,38 314 -19,6 0,06 1546 -23,7 0,04 979 -22,6 0,15 
τ, HB lifetime in ps; ΔGHB, free energy of hydrogen bonding in kJ.mol-1; <NHB>, average number of HB per timeframe at 310K. 

 
Table S3: Contacts between the FAD cofactor and the protein residues in the pMCADwt - LIPID system. The residues 
with contacts common to all monomers are highlighted in yellow. 
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Table S4: Hydrogen bonds between the FAD and the protein residues lining the catalytic pocket in the pMCADwt - 
LIPID system.  

LIPID system Monomer A Monomer B Monomer C Monomer D 

Hbond τ ΔGHB <NHB> τ ΔGHB <NHB> τ ΔGHB <NHB> τ ΔGHB <NHB> 

FAD:T136 396 -20.2 0.28 4190 -26.3 0.32 447 -20.5 0.44 2791 -25.3 0.73 

FAD:G141 708 -21.7 1.06 1418 -23.5 0.97 431 -20.4 1.19 758 -21.9 0.97 

FAD:S142 2052 -24.5 2.47 809 -22.1 2.52 1706 -23.9 2.44 3594 -25.9 1.79 

FAD:D143 5652 -27.1 0.92 5220 -26.9 0.83 1813 -24.2 0.89 310 -19.6 0.93 

FAD:T168 2221 -24.7 0.60 1479 -23.6 0.30 --- --- --- 2411 -24.9 0.44 
τ, HB lifetime in ps; ΔGHB, free energy of hydrogen bonding in kJ.mol-1; <NHB>, average number of HB per timeframe at 310K. 

 
Table S5: Contacts between the 3-thiaoctanoyl-CoA (SCOA) substrate and the protein residues in the pMCADwt - 
LIPID system. The residues with contacts common to all monomers are highlighted in yellow. 
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S3. Characterization of the human MCAD wild-type enzyme (hMCADwt) 

 

Figure S4: Root mean square deviations (RMSD) and radius of gyration (Rg) of the hMCADwt monomers in the APO 
system, against the reversed crystallographic structure (PDB: 1EGC): Monomer A (black), Monomer B (red), Monomer 
C (green), Monomer D (blue).  

 

 
Figure S5: Root mean square deviations (RMSD) and radius of gyration (Rg) of the hMCADwt monomers in the FAD 
system, against the reversed crystallographic structure (PDB: 1EGC): Monomer A (black), Monomer B (red), Monomer 
C (green), Monomer D (blue). 
 

 
Figure S6: Root mean square deviations (RMSD) and radius of gyration (Rg) of the hMCADwt monomers in the LIPID 
system, against the reversed crystallographic structure (PDB: 1EGC): Monomer A (black), Monomer B (red), Monomer 
C (green), Monomer D (blue). 
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Table S6: Contacts between the FAD cofactor and the protein residues in the hMCADwt - FAD system. The residues 
with contacts common to all monomers are highlighted in yellow. 

 
 
Table S7: Hydrogen bonds between the FAD cofactor and the protein residues lining the catalytic pocket in the 
hMCADwt - FAD system.  

FAD 
system 

Monomer A Monomer B Monomer C Monomer D 

Hbond τ ΔGHB <NHB> τ ΔGHB <NHB> τ ΔGHB <NHB> τ ΔGHB <NHB> 

FAD:V135 1060 -22.8 0.02 2955 -25.4 0.40 816 -22.1 0.50 2036 -24.4 0.65 

FAD:T136 559 -21.1 0.17 4142 -26.3 0.90 1221 -23.1 1.49 70 -15.8 1.22 

FAD:G141 -- -- -- 4100 -26.2 0.80 5075 -26.8 0.35 931 -22.4 0.07 

FAD:S142 4321 -26.4 0.40 4252 -26.3 1.10 8194 -28.0 1.98 5921 -27.2 2.12 

FAD:T168 2087 -24.5 0.22 5500 -27.0 0.33 3048 -25.5 0.08 -- -- -- 
τ, HB lifetime in ps; ΔGHB, free energy of hydrogen bonding in kJ.mol-1; <NHB>, average number of HB per timeframe at 310K. 

 
Table S8: Contacts between the FAD cofactor and the protein residues in the hMCADwt - LIPID system. The residues 
with contacts common to all monomers are highlighted in yellow. 
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Table S9: Hydrogen bonds between the FAD cofactor and the protein residues lining the catalytic pocket in the 
hMCADwt - LIPID system.  

LIPID 
system 

Monomer A Monomer B Monomer C Monomer D 

Hbond τ ΔGHB <NHB> τ ΔGHB <NHB> τ ΔGHB <NHB> τ ΔGHB <NHB> 

FAD:T136 2445 24.9 1.37 3762 26.0 0.92 978 22.6 1.55 -- -- -- 

FAD:G141 -- -- -- 1262 23.2 1.18 6438 27.4 0.95 2319 24.7 1.12 

FAD:S142 4160 26.3 2.3 4310 26.4 1.98 2464 24.9 2.29 1085 22.8 2.44 

FAD:D143 2867 25.3 0.81 2823 25.3 0.95 13079 29.2 0.68 1373 23.4 0.88 

FAD:T168 2396 24.9 0.35 3929 26.1 0.53 100 16.7 0.08 1608 23.8 0.66 
τ, HB lifetime in ps; ΔGHB, free energy of hydrogen bonding in kJ.mol-1; <NHB>, average number of HB per timeframe at 310K. 

 
Table S10: Contacts between the 3-thiaoctanoyl-CoA (SCOA) substrate and the protein residues in the pMCADwt - 
LIPID system. The residues with contacts common to all monomers are highlighted in yellow. 
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S4. Characterization of the Sus scrofa (pig) pK304E mutated MCAD enzyme (p.K304E/pMCAD)  

 

Figure S7: Root mean square deviations (RMSD) and radius of gyration (Rg) of the p.K304E/pMCAD monomers in the 
APO system, against the crystallographic structure (PDB: 1UDY): Monomer A (black), Monomer B (red), Monomer C 
(green), Monomer D (blue).  

 

 
Figure S8: Root mean square deviations (RMSD) and radius of gyration (Rg) of the p.K304E/pMCAD monomers in the 
FAD system, against the crystallographic structure (PDB: 1UDY): Monomer A (black), Monomer B (red), Monomer C 
(green), Monomer D (blue). 
 

 
Figure S9: Root mean square deviations (RMSD) and radius of gyration (Rg) of the p.K304E/pMCAD monomers in the 
LIPID system, against the crystallographic structure (PDB: 1UDY): Monomer A (black), Monomer B (red), Monomer C 
(green), Monomer D (blue). 
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Table S11: Contacts between the FAD cofactor and the protein residues in the p.K304E/pMCAD - FAD system. The 
residues with contacts common to all monomers are highlighted in yellow. 

 

Table S12: Contacts between the FAD cofactor and the protein residues in the p.K304E/pMCAD - LIPID system. The 
residues with contacts common to all monomers are highlighted in yellow. 
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Table S13: Hydrogen bonds between the FAD cofactor and the protein residues lining the catalytic pocket in the 
p.K304E/pMCAD - FAD system.  

FAD system Monomer A Monomer B Monomer C Monomer D 

Hbond τ ΔGHB <NHB> τ ΔGHB <NHB> τ ΔGHB <NHB> τ ΔGHB <NHB> 

FAD:Y133 8247 -28.1 0.23 1676 -23.9 0.03 12163 -29.1 0.36 6469 -27.4 0.80 

FAD:V135 4987 -26.7 0.12 1576 -23.8 0.03 6113 -27.3 0.23 6137 -27.3 0.62 

FAD:S142 952 -22.5 2.18 4205 -26.3 1.72 6061 -27.3 0.73 5641 -27.1 0.64 

FAD:T378 850 -22.2 0.17 732 -21.8 0.08 1511 -25.7 0.27 7576 -27.8 1.13 

FAD:E376 4145 -26.3 0.52 2468 -24.9 0.23 1136 -22.9 0.05 36 -25.9 0.37 
τ, HB lifetime in ps; ΔGHB, free energy of hydrogen bonding in kJ.mol-1; <NHB>, average number of HB per timeframe at 310K. 

Table S14: Hydrogen bonds between the FAD cofactor and the protein residues lining the catalytic pocket in the 
p.K304E/pMCAD - LIPID system.  

LIPID system Monomer A Monomer B Monomer C Monomer D 

Hbond τ ΔGHB <NHB> τ ΔGHB <NHB> τ ΔGHB <NHB> τ ΔGHB <NHB> 

FAD:Y133 1476 -23.6 0.72 2955 -25.4 0.06 3412 -25.8 0.53 10938 -28.8 0.42 

FAD:T136 1710 -23.9 0.75 3040 -25.5 0.17 1470 -23.6 0.70 7913 -27.9 0.40 

FAD:G141 2120 -24.6 0.99 4254 -26.3 0.47 6326 -27.4 0.62 3771 -26.0 1.10 

FAD:S142 964 -22.5 2.56 9581 -28.4 1.39 2684 -25.2 1.96 1858 -24.2 2.51 

FAD:E376 2591 -25.1 0.09 -14.9 -14.9 0.03 650 -21.5 0.17 2353 -24.8 0.09 

τ, HB lifetime in ps; ΔGHB, free energy of hydrogen bonding in kJ.mol-1; <NHB>, average number of HB per timeframe at 310K. 

Table S15: Contacts between the 3-thiaoctanoyl-CoA (SCOA) substrate and the protein residues in the 

p.K304E/pMCAD - LIPID system. The residues with contacts common to all monomers are highlighted in yellow. 
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S5. Characterization of the human K304E mutated MCAD enzyme (p.K304E/hMCAD)  

 

Figure S10: Root mean square deviations (RMSD) and radius of gyration (Rg) of the p.K304E/hMCAD monomers in 
the APO system, against the reverted crystallographic structure (PDB: 1EGC): Monomer A (black), Monomer B (red), 
Monomer C (green), Monomer D (blue).  

 
Figure S11: Root mean square deviations (RMSD) and radius of gyration (Rg) of the p.K304E/hMCAD monomers in 
the FAD system, against the reverted crystallographic structure (PDB: 1EGC): Monomer A (black), Monomer B (red), 
Monomer C (green), Monomer D (blue). 

 

 
Figure S12: Root mean square deviations (RMSD) and radius of gyration (Rg) of the p.K304E/hMCAD monomers in 
the LIPID system, against the reverted crystallographic structure (PDB: 1EGC): Monomer A (black), Monomer B (red), 
Monomer C (green), Monomer D (blue). 
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Table S16: Contacts between the FAD cofactor and the protein residues in the p.K304E/hMCAD - FAD system. The 

residues with contacts common to all monomers are highlighted in yellow. 

 

Table S17: Contacts between the FAD cofactor and the protein residues in the p.K304E/hMCAD - LIPID system. The 
residues with contacts common to all monomers are highlighted in yellow. 
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Table S18: Hydrogen bonds between the FAD cofactor and the protein residues lining the catalytic pocket in the 
p.K304E/hMCAD - FAD system.  

FAD 
system 

Monomer A Monomer B Monomer C Monomer D 

Hbond τ ΔGHB <NHB> τ ΔGHB <NHB> τ ΔGHB <NHB> τ ΔGHB <NHB> 

FAD:G141 48234 -26.7 0.73 2117 -24.5 0.20 2003 24.4 0.21 2671 -25.2 0.22 

FAD:T168 3693 -25.9 0.41 2104 -24.5 0.07 818 22.1 0.10 1336 -23.4 0.08 
τ, HB lifetime in ps; ΔGHB, free energy of hydrogen bonding in kJ.mol-1; <NHB>, average number of HB per timeframe at 310K. 

 
 
Table S19: Hydrogen bonds between the FAD cofactor and the protein residues lining the catalytic pocket in the 
p.K304E/hMCAD - LIPID system.  

LIPID system Monomer A Monomer B Monomer C Monomer D 

Hbond τ ΔGHB <NHB> τ ΔGHB <NHB> τ ΔGHB <NHB> τ ΔGHB <NHB> 

FAD:T168 4750 26.6 0.57 186 18.2 0.02  1311   23.3 0.24 --- --- --- 

τ, HB lifetime in ps; ΔGHB, free energy of hydrogen bonding in kJ.mol-1; <NHB>, average number of HB per timeframe at 310K. 

 
 
Table S20: Contacts between the 3-thiaoctanoyl-CoA (SCOA) substrate and the protein residues in the 
p.K304E/hMCAD - LIPID system. The residues with contacts common to all monomers are highlighted in yellow. 
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S6. Free Energies of Binding 

a) g_mmpbsa run parameters 

polar = yes  ; Polar calculation: "yes" or "no" 

cfac  = 1.5  ; Factor to expand molecular dimensions to get coarse grid dimensions 

gridspace  = 0.5  ; The desired fine mesh spacing (in A) 
fadd  = 5  ; Amount to add to molecular dimensions to get fine grid dimensions 

gmemceil  = 4000  ; Maximum memory available per-processor for a calculation 

 
pcharge  = 1  ; Charge of positive ions 

prad = 0.95  ; Radius of positive charged ions 

pconc       = 0   ; Concentration of positive charged ions 
ncharge  = -1  ; Charge of negative ions 

nrad = 1.81  ; Radius of negative charged ions 

nconc  = 0.00  ; Concentration of negative charged ions 

pdie  = 6  ; Solute dielectric constant 

sdie  = 80  ; Solvent dielectric constant 

vdie  = 1  ; Reference or vacuum dielectric constant 
srad  = 1.4  ; Solvent probe radius 

chgm       = spl4  ; Method used to map biomolecular charges on grid 

srfm      = spl2  ; Model used to construct dielectric and ionic boundary 
swin  = 0.30  ; Value for cubic spline window 

sdens  = 10  ; Number of grid point per A² 

temp  = 303  ; Temperature in K 
bcfl  = mdh  ; Type of boundary condition to solve PB equation 

PBsolver  = lpbe  ; Non-linear (npbe) or linear (lpbe) PB equation to solve 

 
;Repulsive contribution to Non-polar 

;===SASA model ==== 

 
apolar = yes   ; Non-polar solvation calculation: "yes" or "no" 

gamma      = 0.0226778 ; Gamma (Surface Tension) kJ/(mol A^2) 

sasrad      = 1.4  ; Probe radius for SASA (A) 
sasaconst   = 3.84928  ; Offset (c) kJ/mol 

 

 

NOTE: for further information on keyworks, please address to the APBS manual 

(http://www.poissonboltzmann.org/docs/apbs-overview/).  
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S7. Sequence Alignment for human MCAD (SWISS-PROT P11310), pig (P41367), C. elegans 
(Q22347), mouse (P45952), rat (P08053) and bovine (Q3SZB4). 

 

Figure S13: Sequence alignment was performed with ClustalW. Secondary structure elements for human MCAD were 
obtained from the mutated T255E/E376G crystallographic structure (PDB ID: 1EGC) and are depicted above the 
sequence as α-helices (red), 3/10-helices (purple) and β-sheets (yellow). The FAD and substrate binding regions are 
highlighted in yellow, the catalytic residue E397 is highlighted in red, the location of the mutation (K304E) is 
highlighted in cyan and all residues identified to bind the substrate are in bold green. The symbols below each residue 
match the consensus results from ClustalW: *, identity; : or ., homologues, depending on the residue similarity. 


